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INTRO
T H E

C O N T E N T

This digital PDF was written by myself
on Saturday 9th May 2020.
It is the first real day off I have taken
in over 7 weeks since my own
12 week lockdown began.

I want it to be a a mixture of how it
has been personally for me...
How it has changed my clients
business models...
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But also how we can adapt for the
times that lay ahead of us...?

I N T R ODU CT I ON
A little intro about my scenario.

CH AN GE OF DI R ECTIO N
I’m going to talk about a few changes we have seen
across different business sectors I work closely with.
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GLOBA L BR A N D S
Then we will move on to how we have seen other
corporates across the globe adapt in these current times.
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WH AT CH AN GE S
Where will we see things change temporarily and where
things might change permanently.
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P OSI T IVE OUTCO M E S
We will adapt and keep moving forward...
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1. INTRODUCTION

My thoughts back then...

Remembering the day it all changed…

The scene was quite surreal…
We were in Three’s a Crowd in Harrogate, with only a handful

For me I think the sense of reality was
Thursday 19th March at 6pm.

of other people who were dining and the odd person at the bar.
(This as we all know is usually a busy bar/restaurant).
As a few patrons arrived and departed, you could see that there

I was with a group of 10 friends
drinking what we knew could be our
last pint together for a while...?

was confusion in the eyes of people.
So many questions at this time were unanswered.
We knew that things were going to be different for a while.

Friday 20th March – 5pm
Reality kicked in for me as the government decided to close all
Restaurants, Cafes, Pubs & Bars. This was along with Theatres,
Cinemas, Gyms & Leisure Centres. This is now serious.

Wednesday 25th March
(My real personal lockdown began)
As a Type-1 Diabetic, I received a letter from the NHS stating
that I was at high risk. I should avoid all human contact and stay
in my home for a minimum of 12-weeks…!

I remember those seven days very well
as something then happened...
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T he re was an
air of sile nce
My phone didn’t ring and I received very minimal emails.
As people know, my business runs at 120mph and so do I...!
This was strange times, what is happening...?

Is that it...? is everything I have put my heart & soul
into for the past 5 years over with...?

Then out of the blue my phone rang...
It then rang again, and again, and again...
non-stop for days...
A handful of clients in the midst of what
was currently happening asked if we could
do some video calls...?

We built new websites live via phone and
video calls and screen sharing.
Now I fully understand that this probably
does happen in many design scenarios,
but we never implemented such a process
in ours due to the fact it adds unnecessary
workload to what we do.

But this was different, we did hours
and hours of live discussions on how
we can change the direction of these
clients businesses.

We are in non-normal times...
So do whatever it takes...!
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2. CHANGE OF DIRECTION

Below are just a few of our client scenarios that we
have worked closely with over the past 6 weeks.
Throwing ideas around / implementing / evolving / refining
and bringing huge successful outcomes.

if there’s a concrete wall
in front of you, go round it,
over it, through it,
or even make a door...!

FOOD
IN D U ST RY

FI TNESS
I NDU STRY

WAS TE
MANAG E ME NT

From cancellation of all
outdoor events, my client lost
all his business, over £300k of
bookings for this year alone,
many of which had to be
refunded deposits.

As we all know the fitness
industry has also been hit hard.
But in the eyes of adversity
comes opportunity.

When a key part of your
business is waste collection
from Bars, Restaurants and
many other local businesses,
times changed instantly.

With basically £0 cash in hand,
we built an eCom food website
within a week and refined it
over the next 2 weeks.
We extended our working
hours and had video calls at
1am and even 2 am.
(If you think of something let’s
action it no matter what the
time is).
To summarise...
When you deliver over 540
Sunday Roasts on week 3 of a
new business, you can call it a
bit of a success story...!

My clients took stock of what
they had. We had numerous
calls of which there was
heartache, seriousness and
total fun times, but the overall
outcome was successful.
We tested several platforms,
changed direction on several
occasions. My clients totally
embraced new technologies
without fear and made a
success of it.
Today (6 weeks on) my clients
now have a live online fitness
company with several hundred
monthly paid subscribers...!
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Taking stock of the situation,
we decided to offer extra
wheelie bin collections and
prioritised skip deliveries.
We built 2 online eCom
websites to allow instant skip
bookings with postcoded data
lookups and pricing.
In a matter of weeks we had
all this running with Social and
PPC campaigns.
Today’s outcome has generated
six figure additional sales and a
whole new sales workflow...!

3. GLOBAL BRANDS

POSITIVE
INSPIRATION
If you’re like me, I think we have seen some
great input from the big Global Brands

The way brands are connecting with their current clients and customers
and potential new ones is truly amazing.
Who would ever have guessed that McDonald’s would release its
sausage and egg McMuffin recipe so people can recreate it at home...!

This went viral as people were tweeting and posting everywhere with pictures
of their own homemade McMuffin’s... Absolute genius marketing.
We can replicate those experiences for now - but the originals will always have
a place in our hearts. It might just be a while until we have the real deal again.
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4. WHAT CHANGES...?

I c a n s tron g l y s ay th at we
will d o th i n g s d i ff e re n tly...
How differently? who knows the answer to that one,
we will have to wait and see what happens.

O n e th i n g i s f or sure th oug h . . .
T HE EA RT H C A N N OW BR EAT H E
We will definitely have to drop many of the bad habits we used to have.
For me just listening to the birds tweeting is a step in the right direction.
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H ow w i l l s oc i al d i s tan c in g
aff e c t u s . . . ?
There are many new normals being introduced. I think one
of the sectors which will adapt the most is Hospitality.
Many of these changes I think will now become permananet measures.
Introducing extra space, regular cleaning, protection for staff and possibly
cashless payments. I know for me personally, even before Cornavirus, Costa
Coffee & Starbucks were becoming places I tried to avoid.
I think over the next three months we will start to see some normality come
back in to our lives. People will want to travel again and get outdoors, but i think
for the next 3-6 months we should be cautious of our actions.
It has been tough the past 7-8 weeks with having to stay away from friends and
family, but we live in a technological era. It’s not 1918, we have a whole myriad
of devices and platforms to keep us in touch with each other.
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Br idges to the Future

CREATING POSITIVE CHANGE…

We have a time to change things
forever right now... RESET THINGS!

There are four areas that have stood out during Covid-19.
STOPPING ACTIVITY
PAUSING ACTIVITY
TEMPORARY MEASURES
NEW INNOVATIONS

Human nature def initely needed to alter its
direction... For me to summarise how i felt was
this simple scenario...

1. STOPPING ACTIVITY
These scenarios exist in both the workplace and at home.
How we do things and how they can be done differently.
These outdated systems and bad habits will hopefully become
obsolete immediately.

If you were in a Supermarket car park
trying to leave your parking spot, nobody
would let you out, yet those people who

2. PAUSING ACTIVITY
This has pros and cons to it, but it makes people look and think,
did I ever actually need that?

don’t let you out are actually looking for a
parking spot...!

3. TEMPORARY ACTIVITIES
This covers things like police dispersing groups of people in
public places. We don’t want to see that in the future.

Is this really the people we had become, was this
the true us? I think not, we are better than that...!

4. NEW INNOVATIONS
This has to be the motivator of how we move forward. We will
have to let go of the way we did lots of things, but these new
ideas and systems are part of the better world we are about to
be involved in.
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5. POSITIVE OUTCOMES

So what does
happen next...?
If you ever wanted some thinking time, time to switch off,
time to find out really who you are and what you want,
then you’ve already had eight weeks to do so...!

It’s now time to start preparing for our
next adventure in this new world...!

I host and manage over 60 websites and I can tell you
this now... although 20 are active but with clients that
don’t need to update them.

On a serious note though, I know it is tough at the
moment and we have all been affected in some way.

There is light and we have

I have had less than 8 people contact me in the last 10
weeks in regards to their business.

to keep moving foward...!

For me that means one of two things...
1. You are coming out of this with a new angle on your
business and are still putting together your idea(s)...?
2. You’ve lost my email address to send me those new
ideas for your website...!
Well here is the email to get in touch...
(unless you have my personal one).
hello@getmebranded.co.uk

What is your next move...?
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I hope you enjoyed t h is br ief s um m ar y of s o me
p oints I h ave enc ount ered over t h e pas t eig ht we e k s .

Sta y st ro ng, S t a y sa f e, S t a y i n t o u c h...!

See you all very soon...

NOT ES

h ow w i l l I ad apt?
This page is for you...
Grab a blank piece of paper and start making some notes
on how you will adapt and keep moving forward.
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FIND OUT MORE

Contact

hello@getmebranded.co.uk
getmebranded.co.uk

